
My	  name	  is	  Jessica	  Shakely,	  I	  am	  a	  senior	  at	  CSUCI	  and	  I	  studied	  abroad	  at	  Zeppelin	  University	  in	  
beautiful	  Friedrichshafen,	  Germany	  during	  the	  Spring	  2013	  semester.	  The	  week	  I	  arrived	  in	  
Friedrichshafen	  the	  university	  took	  all	  international	  students	  and	  first	  semester	  German	  Students	  on	  a	  
hiking	  tour	  through	  the	  Black	  Forest.	  For	  5	  days	  we	  hiked	  through	  breathtaking	  snow-‐covered	  
landscapes,	  explored	  quintessential	  German	  villages	  and	  tasted	  delicious	  Bavarian	  beers.	  The	  time	  
although	  physically	  strenuous,	  was	  nonetheless	  a	  perfect	  start	  to	  my	  semester	  in	  Germany.	  	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
This	  is	  a	  snapshot	  of	  the	  picturesque	  Friedrichshafen	  taken	  from	  atop	  the	  cities	  look-‐tower.	  
Friedrichshafen	  is	  a	  small	  city	  with	  LOTS	  of	  charm.	  A	  college	  town	  right	  on	  the	  ‘Bodensee’,	  the	  lake	  which	  
divides	  Austria,	  Switzerland	  and	  Germany,	  Friedrichshafen	  has	  past	  times	  to	  entertain	  any	  visitor!	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
I	  have	  the	  ever-‐enthusiastic	  Zeppelin	  University	  student	  body	  to	  that	  for	  making	  my	  study	  abroad	  
experience	  an	  absolutely	  unforgettable	  experience.	  A	  small	  privately	  funded	  German	  University,	  ZU	  offers	  
its	  students	  a	  truly	  unique	  University	  culture.	  Each	  student	  is	  incredibly	  involved	  in	  the	  life	  of	  the	  school,	  
constantly	  coming	  up	  with	  new	  creative	  ways	  to	  rally	  the	  student	  body	  and	  make	  the	  school	  stand	  out.	  
This	  photo	  was	  taken	  at	  the	  schools	  rendition	  of	  Harlem	  Shake,	  You’ll	  never	  be	  bored	  at	  Zeppelin	  Uni!	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



 
Watching the sun dip behind the Swiss Alps while standing on the rustic shores of Lake Constance is simply 
and an average day in the life of a ZU student.  Pack a dinner and spend your evening on the beach behind 
Zeppelins main campus after a day of classes. I couldn’t have imagined a more beautiful location to spend my 
semester abroad and I will dearly miss the spectacular sunsets!  
 
 

 
 
Did I mention that ZU knows how to party in style?? The much anticipated boat party is a highlight of the year 
for most ZU students! Dance the night away on a boat that sails the waters of lake Constance until the wee 
hours of the morning! This was an evening I will never forget and a highlight of my semester abroad!  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  	  
Zeppelin	  University	  offers	  many	  opportunities	  to	  get	  involved	  and	  stay	  active.	  I	  decided	  to	  join	  the	  
Women’s	  Lacrosse	  team	  and	  I	  am	  so	  glad	  I	  did.	  My	  teammates	  were	  great	  fun	  and	  we	  spent	  a	  lot	  of	  time	  
together	  both	  on	  and	  off	  the	  field.	  Getting	  involved	  in	  extracurricular	  activates	  is	  the	  best	  way	  to	  meet	  
people	  at	  ZU!	  Although	  you	  may	  think	  of	  LAX	  as	  a	  spring	  semester	  sport,	  at	  ZU	  be	  prepared	  to	  weather	  
the	  storm,	  as	  you	  can	  tell	  from	  this	  photo	  a	  little	  bit	  of	  snow	  does	  not	  keep	  students	  indoors!	  
	  
	  

	  
 
This is a photo of me celebrating at the infamous “Carnival” a traditional German festival, which takes place 
every February. The celebration is a street party which has elements similar to Halloween and Marti Gras. Local 
Men, women and Children dress up in costumes and masquerade through the streets, throwing candy and 
playing pranks on bystanders. Carnival represents the time of year when the reign of the cold, grim winter 
spirits is over and these spirits are being hunted down and expelled from the cities.  



 
Anyone who decides to spend a semester in Southern Germany cannot forgo a trip to Castle Neuschwanstein. 
It’s architecture should seem familiar to every Southern Californian as it was the inspiration for Disneyland’s 
Sleeping Beauty Castle. The  19th century Romanesque castle offers absolutely spectacular views and its interior 
is a portal back in time. I visited Neuschwanstein after a trip to Munich as the castle is about an hour outside of 
the city, it is a “wunderschön” tourist destination not to be missed! 
 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
One my most memorable abroad experiences was going to Germany’s capital city Berlin with Zeppelin’s Club 
of International Politics. Berlin is one of the most culturally rich cities I have ever been in, home to world-
renowned universities, research institutes, music festivals and museums. This photo was taken in front of the 
Brandenbueger Tor, one of Germany’s most well known landmarks. Berlin is great because it is a large 
metropolitan city that retains an urban setting vibe. However, the most impressive aspect of the city is its 
historical legacy, the city has enough tourist destinations to keep any foreigner busy for a month. Spend time 
sitting in the cities lush green parks, choose one of the many fascinating German history museums, or go on a 
culinary tour of the city, Berlin has something for everybody! 
 

 
Bike riding is the primary mode of transportation for students in Friedrichshafen. The city is not lacking in 
natural beauty and getting from A to B by bike is part of the culture at ZU! 
 



 
 

 
A few photo’s of my semester’s lovely “internationals”. Due to the schools relatively small size each semester’s 
international students form a pretty tight knit group! I love that I now have friends stretching from China to 
Lebanon to Brazil! Meeting people from all over the globe is the best opportunity while studying abroad; you 
get a taste of many cultures, become comfortable amidst diversity and learn something unique about each 
country.  
 

 
Last but not least I must include 2 photos of Zeppelin University’s beautiful state of the art campus grounds!  
As you can see the school’s architecture is unique and lends to the authenticity of the university. The school’s 
cafeteria and main campus are located in the photo on the left and the right is the schools “Container 
University”. Not captured in the photo, however it bears mentioning, that the container university is equipped 
with a trampoline available for use at all hours of the day to any ZU student who needs to let out some stress or 
simply needs a bit of exercise! The university has great staff and professors which was the cherry on top of what 
was an epic study abroad adventure!  


